Stardate 10008.06

Host Mikey says:
<<< Resume Europa Mission.... Stardate 10008.06... 2003 Eastern >>>

CO_Senn says:
::in complete shock... staring at Jyg'Lo, wide eyed... she certainly didn't expect their conversation to take this unexpected twist::

MO_Essex says:
 ::sitting with head down in Med. Lab Two.. still asleep and dreaming she in on   the bridge::

OPS_Taylor says:
 ::Exits his quarters heads for Sickbay::

 SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::stands speechless for a second, then quickly exits the RR without saying a word::

 XO_Zaldivar says:
::in the big chair supervising::

 CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::at TAC 1, running scans on the system::

TO_KTracht says:
::in sickbay:: MO : I was on the bridge, and started feeling a headache.. But I am fine now..

CNS_T`salea says:
::finishes the last touches to her office, then heads to the bridge::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::in sickbay preparing up a PADD with the status of the TO on it as he slightly listens to Nat sleeping::

 XO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: If you pick up any non-federation ships go to yellow alert immediately.

OPS_Taylor says:
 ::Enters Sickbay::

 CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
XO: Understood sir

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
:: stops right outside the Captain’s door to hastily fix his uniform, looking slightly embarrassed::

CO_Senn says:
::stays where she is for a moment, thankful the big Vulcan left her RR... her crimson lips slightly parted, her breathing labored, looking absolutely and thoroughly kissed::

MO_Lesan says:
 ::reads the scans:: TO: You reading are fine, but you're going to have to stay here for the time being

 OPS_Taylor says:
CMO: Do you have a solution for this ::shows hair::

MO_Essex says:
::in dream.. smiles at Jyg’Lo and then seeing him attack her.. wakes from her sleep with a scream::

Host Mikey says: 
ACTION: The Europa has an incoming transmission.

 CO_Senn says:
::walks slowly towards her desk and lets herself fall on her chair, trying to smooth her hair carelessly, wondering what has just happened because she certainly missed something::

OPS_Williams says:
XO: Transmission from Starfleet.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::zips up his tunic and leans against the bulkhead, breathing hard and scared out of his mind::

CNS_T`salea says:
::steps out of the TL onto the bridge::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::turns to the OPS and smiles:: OPS: What happened to you... ::stops with a start as he hears Nat scream in his mind:: OPS: See Chief Cross over there...

MO_Essex says:
::looks around the dark room.. feels her neck.. there is no necklace.. checks the security logs and finds nothing. looks at Kie Kee.. nothing has changed.. it was all a dream.. no man.. no father.. nothing::

XO_Zaldivar says:
Williams: Put it through to Captain Senn, Mr. Williams.

XO_Zaldivar says:
*CO*: Captain an admiral for you on the COMM.

Host Mikey says: 
ACTION: The transmission is specially coded, and is only to be viewed by CO Senn and XO Zaldivar.

 CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::quickly walks out of sickbay into the Med. Lab, calls out:: Nat?

 OPS_Williams says:
XO: Aye ::Puts transmission through to ready room::

CO_Senn says:
::closes her eyes for a moment, and takes a deep breath:: *XO* Thank you Commander.

CNS_T`salea says:
::As she does not see the captain, her eyes go to the RR door.  Her eyebrow raises at the Lt., standing just outside the door::

TO_KTracht says:
::realizing no one is looking, he sneaks out of sickbay::

SFI_Thunder says:
*SFI*: Sir, there's an incoming transmission, coded...

MO_Essex says:
::jumps at her name being called and gets away from the desk:; CMO: who's there.. Dave? oh.. you scared me

CO_Senn says:
*XO* The transmission is coded for both of us. Please come to my RR.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*Thunder*: Not now Mary, handle it. ::voice strained::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Goes over Cross:: Cross: Chief can you get this out. ::Show hair::

CNS_T`salea says:
::walks over to the RR door::  SFI:  Are you well?

XO_Zaldivar says:
CNS: You have the bridge.

CO_Senn says:
::taps her console, to bring the transmission on her screen::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::stands and enters Ready Room::

CNS_T`salea says:
::nods her head at XO::

MO_Lesan says:
::turns back to the TO after letting his attention drift at the scanner:: TO: I'm going... ::looks around quickly for the TO who seems to have disappeared:: What?

CEO_Teal`c says:
::walking down the halls of the ship heading towards the nearest TL::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::closes the connection to Mary Jane before she can protest and straightens:: CNS: Yes Commander, I'm fine.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::heads over to her:: MO: Nat... I heard you scream, are you all right?

MO_Essex says:
::stands up and heads back to sickbay.. still trying to find a necklace that is not there:: CMO: I’m ok.. I just need to.. Umm work it off.. come on..

TO_KTracht says:
::arrives on the bridge, and heads for the CTO:: CTO : Sir.. Any news on the station's status?

CNS_T`salea says:
::Looks at him with eyebrow raised::  SFI:  Indeed...

CO_Senn says:
::motions for Triton to take a seat:: COM: Edwards: Admiral, thank you for answering my message. ::hopes neither the Admiral nor Triton notice her still slightly crimson cheeks::

MO_Lesan says:
::fidgets slightly as he seems to have lost the TO::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::keeps his eyes placidly on hers as he slips in a stray tail of his gray Intel undershirt::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::enters TL; TL: Main Engineering::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Not much, it seems that the Halcyc erased some data. We don't know exactly what kind

VAdm_Edwards says: 
COM: Europa: Captain, Commander.... I have some.... disturbing news to report...  I have contacted Admiral Justison at the First Contact division.. and he just now responded to my communications...

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::follows her:: MO: Are you sure... it seemed rather... real.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::Silently takes his seat, noticing that the Captain is short of breath::

CO_Senn says:
::raises an eyebrow, already having forgotten about Ahkileez, although she will kill him next time she has an opportunity... then realizes her uniform is looking not exactly tidy and smoothes it a bit:: COM: Edwards: Disturbing, sir?

 MO_Essex says:
::nods and enters sickbay:: CMO: yeah sure.. ::looks around:: where's K'Tracht?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: We are in green condition, but we'll jump to yellow in case any Halcyc ships enter the system

CNS_T`salea says:
::notes the movement out of her eye, but says nothing further::  SFI:  I believe you and I have a few things to discuss.  Do you have a preferred time?

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::stops as he passes Cross, still holding the PADD in his hand:: Cross: Chief, I need you to deliver this to the Captain on the bridge ASAP. ::hands him the PADD::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::exits TL; and heads for the entrance of Engineering::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CNS: Depends on what it is you wish to discuss Commander.

MO_Cross says:
::turns to the CMO and accepts the PADD:: Sir. ::eyes glance over the MO as he turns and leaves::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: I'll do it.. I need to see Jyg.. Umm.. It's about his problem.. sir.. 

TO_KTracht says:
CTO : You have anything for me to do sir?

VAdm_Edwards says:
#COM: Europa: He has been in contact with the Halcyc Alliance, and they claim that they have no knowledge of this attack on our telescope.

 MO_Cross says:
::stops at the door and stares back at the two, waiting for them to decide::

 CNS_T`salea says:
SFI:  We have many things to discuss... in the end, I believe there is one area in specific that has been mentioned by your wife... the custody of your daughter.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::practicing his strong, supportive but silent XO demeanor::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::Enters Engineering, heading almost directly for his console, reaching his console accessing the Europa systems, Quickly checks main power and engine status::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::nods slightly at Nat:: MO: Right. ::turns to Cross:: Chief, Lt. Essex here will handle it.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CNS: Yes, sir. I was wondering if you could expedite that. My wife and I miss her dearly.

VAdm_Edwards says:
#COM: Europa: I have also discreetly contacted several contacts within Starfleet Intelligence, and they report that major Halcyc installations are on a higher state of military alertness than they previously were.

MO_Essex says:
:points to Walter:: CMO: you have a patient.. ::takes the PADD with a grin and nod and heads to the bridge::

CO_Senn says:
::frowns:: COM: Edwards: The evidence so far points their way, sir. Still... they might have been in the area before the attack. There just is no evidence supporting any other craft but Halcyc in the vicinity.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Not really, but tell me: How are you? I mean do you remember everything now?

CNS_T`salea says:
SFI:  Understood... however I do have a few concerns that need to be addressed first.

CO_Senn says:
COM: Edwards: Do the Halcyc have any other enemy, besides the Dominion? ::looks at Triton::

MO_Cross says:
::eyes darken for a second as he hands the PADD over to the MO and walks off into main sickbay::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CNS: Concerns? If they're about my wife, I can assure you that she's a thousand times better now.

TO_KTracht says:
::shakes his head:: TO : No.. I am still a blank for three months of my life.. But from I have been reading of my logs, I am glad I don't remember any of it... ::gruffs:: I was turning into a coward..

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::watches the two Cross paths and heads back to the OPS:: OPS: Sorry about that... now your hair? What happened to it?

MO_Essex says:
::exits the TL onto the bridge and stops to see the CNS, TO and SFI::   SFI: meow.. ::grins and walks to the TO::

OPS_Taylor says:
CMO: Its gray!

CNS_T`salea says:
::tilts her head and looks directly into his eyes::  SFI:  No lieutenant... these concerns deal specifically with you.  When you have the time, we will discuss them.

VAdm_Edwards says:
#COM: Europa: Not that I'm aware of.. however, there are reports of several rogue Halcyc squadrons, who resent the recent "alliance" with Starfleet. That is who we think is responsible.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::chuckles:: OPS: I can see that, did it just happen, or did you do something to it?

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::sees a flash of teeth as the MO walks by:: ~~~~MO: What was that? ~~~~

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::smiles happily:: TO: You were, in fact. I'm glad that your warrior soul came back to you

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
CNS: This mission will prove to be rather complicated Commander, so if we could handle this quickly, I would appreciate it.

CNS_T`salea says:
::blinks at the MO as she goes by::

TO_KTracht says:
::looks at the CTO, not sure to know what to think::

MO_Essex says:
::looks back at Jyg Lo:: ~~~SFI: what?~~~

CO_Senn says:
::her back stiffens:: COM: Edwards: I see... ::sighs:: What is expected of us, sir?

MO_Essex says:
CNS: sir.. I believe I have a new customer for you.. ::points at the TO::

MO_Lesan says:
::hesitates but walks up to the CMO, standing back slightly from his conversation with the OPS::

OPS_Taylor says:
CMO: Ensign Getz put a gray lining on every cup that comes out of my replicator.  I rub my hair and then my hair is gray.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::stiffens his back in perfect unison with his Captain's rigidity::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
~~~~ MO: Why did you make that sound? ~~~~

CEO_Teal`c says:
::gets results back and finds everything working at almost perfect performance, exits system testing screen and enters, maintenance screen seeing if any new request for repairs::

CNS_T`salea says:
SFI:  How quickly it will occur depends on your cooperation and time involved.  ::nods her head::  At your convenience.  ::turns to the MO::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::resists the urge to laugh:: OPS: I see, well step over here to the Bio-Bed and I'll see what I can do.

MO_Essex says:
~~~SFI: what sound? by the way.. I can't find my catnip plants I have imported from earth.. have you seen them?~~~

CNS_T`salea says:
MO:  Indeed... and what has brought this about?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: I'm joking. You've always been a warrior, just a different kind ::grins::

TO_KTracht says:
::eyes him seriously:: CTO : I am not..

MO_Essex says:
CNS: he seems to be suffering from some type of multi-personality disorder ::tapes on the PADD and hands it to her:: here are the medical files and records of the occurrences

VAdm_Edwards says:
#COM: Europa: We have dispatched several ships to be your reinforcements.. until then, you are hereby authorized to enter any Halcyc installation in order to retrieve any data stolen by these rogue Halcyc.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
~~~~ MO: Why are you doing this? Is it part of your plan? ~~~~

OPS_Taylor says:
::Walks over to the Bio-Bed:: CMO: I am naturally black haired.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::watches the CNS quietly... maybe she is going to be a problem too. Wouldn't surprise him, she's Vulcan after all::

MO_Lesan says:
::steps up to the CMO as he departs from the OPS for a second:: Um... sir... I seem to have... lost Lt. K'Tracht.

CEO_Teal`c says:
*CO* just informing you that all systems are looking fine and green lights all the way sir

CNS_T`salea says:
::Takes the PADD and examines it::  MO:  There are no medical reasons for this condition?

MO_Essex says:
::turns and stares at the SFI rather dead panned:: SFI: I don't know what your talking about .. sir ::grins and goes back to the CNS::

 VAdm_Edwards says:
#COM: Europa: I will try to contact the Halcyc myself, and see if they can aid you somehow, with information... until then Captain, good luck.

TO_KTracht says:
CTO : I don't know what brought that about, but I will make sure that the me I saw in those three months will never see the light of day..

CO_Senn says:
::stares at the screen and absentmindedly taps her badge:: *CEO* Acknowledged Lt.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Come on, K’Tracht, all this years in Starfleet and you didn't learn the human sense of humor

CO_Senn says:
COM: Edwards: Something tells me we'll need it sir. ::waits for him to close the Communications::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::glances at Lesan:: MO: One moment Ensign... ::back to OPS:: I see ::runs a scan:: OPS: Did you try taking a sonic shower?

TO_KTracht says:
::gruffs again:: CTO : I do not recall any of those times.. I am also wondering what I am still doing here...

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::glares at Essex with poison in his eyes as he passes her, walks across the Bridge, and enters the Observation Lounge::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: You mean, in the Europa?

OPS_Taylor says:
CMO: Yes, I think he put something in the dye.
 
MO_Essex says:
CNS: not ones inducted like this.. and he is suffering lost time.. and well.. that is not my department
 
TO_KTracht says:
CTO : In Starfleet.... Where it not for the fact that I am shunned in Quo'Nos.. I would go back...

MO_Essex says:
::watches the SFI go past.. knowing that he will have to ask for help soon.. shrugs::

VAdm_Edwards says:
#::looks concerned, then closes the channel::

TO_KTracht says:
CTO : And face my dishonor...

CO_Senn says:
::closes her end of the transmission and turns to Triton:: XO: I don't like this any more than you possibly might, I think.

CNS_T`salea says:
MO:  Understood.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Well I have a few ideas that might explain this...

CO_Senn says:
XO: I am ready to hear them.

MO_Essex says:
~~~CNS: thanks.. I didn't know what else to do at this point~~~

CNS_T`salea says:
::Glances around the bridge, making sure all is as it should be, then walks over to the TO, his medical record in her hand::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::reads the monitor:: OPS: Yes, I can see that, a molecular bonding agent... quite clever actually. ::grins then walks over to the MED. storage locker, retrieves a small bottle and walks back to the OPS:: OPS: Here, rub this into your hair before you take a shower, and it should come right off.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::waits for the doors to close on the OL then runs to the wall and grabs a hypo from the medical kit on the wall, injecting some painkillers to get at the headache gnawing at his mind::

CO_Senn says:
::steeples her fingers, wondering how are they supposed to enter any Halcyc installation after knowing the Europa is no match for Halcyc weapons, not to mention transporting devices::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::finds no new repairs for the ship. Self: strange usually there is something to repair, oh well less problems::

CNS_T`salea says:
::nods toward the doctor::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: It's your choice, I am only half Klingon, you know, so I don't think that loosing your ship was dishonorable but as I've said, it's your choice. I'd prefer you to stay here, you are a great officer, I would miss you and certainly the captain would too

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::turns to Lesan:: MO: Now, you were saying Ensign.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Scenario 1:  The Halcyc, as the Admiral suggested, are in the middle of some kind of civil war, or have competing factions.  The ones we know are "good" guys the others less so.

MO_Essex says:
::walks to the OL and opens the door, looking in at Jyg Lo::

CNS_T`salea says:
::catches the CTO's words to the TO as she steps up to them::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Scenario 2: An enemy of the Halcyc or Federation is using Halcyc equipment to frame them and destroy our burgeoning alliance.

MO_Lesan says:
CMO: Yes sir, Lt. K'Tracht seems to have slipped out when I wasn't looking. It's my fault sir

TO_KTracht says:
::looks at the CTO.. and he can notice a change in the look that K’Tracht gave him for a few seconds:: CO : The CTO is a weakling.. From what I have seen of her doing, we would do better in the Klingon Imperial Navy...

CNS_T`salea says:
TO:  You are considering a transfer?

OPS_Taylor says:
::Takes bottle :: CMO: Thank you doctor. ::Exits Sickbay and into the TL to the bridge.::

CO_Senn says:
XO: Both are bad.

TO_KTracht says:
::looks up at the CNS:: CNS : Oh no.. I do NOT want to talk to you...

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
OPS: Any time Lt. ::looks back at Lesan::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::sits heavily in one of the overstuffed couches, the same one Kela sat in when they mind-melded, and curls up, elbows on knees, head on his forearms waiting for the headache to stop::

CNS_T`salea says:
::looks at the TO and raises eyebrow at his statement of the captain::

MO_Essex says:
::turns at that exchange and looks at the TO and CNS:: TO: doctors orders.. or would you like an armed escort back to sickbay?

XO_Zaldivar says:
Yes: But #2 is easier to deal with.  It’s very strange that they would perform such shoddy work themselves.

CNS_T`salea says:
TO:  I do not believe that is an option on your part.  ::Looks steadily at the Klingon::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
MO: Well, I suppose he was bound to try it sooner or later... no matter Ensign, not your fault. You can go about your duties

TO_KTracht says:
::looks at the MO and CNS, then at the CTO, who shrugs, and drops his shoulders:: CNS, MO : Very well..

CO_Senn says:
XO: Unless the faction does not have enough access to their technology... or were being pursued. Perhaps they are trapped in this quadrant.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Enters the bridge.  Nods at Williams. Williams exits the bridge::

MO_Essex says:
::looks in the open OL door and spots Jyg.. shrugs off the TO and enters.. letting the door close:: SFI: Jyg’Lo?

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::grits teeth, watching the door, scared stiff about who might enter... probably Security, for what he did to the Captain::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: If that were true would we see the "good" faction searching the quadrant?

OPS_Taylor says:
::Looks around the bridge.::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
MO: Leave me alone Dr. ::growls lowly::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Lt., whatever it could be your opinion about the captain, I want you to keep it to yourself, understood?

CNS_T`salea says:
TO: At your convince.... later Today ::emphasis' the last word::

MO_Essex says:
::walks closer:: SFI: Sir.. 

TO_KTracht says:
CNS : I would rather get this over with as soon as possible..  ::looks at the CTO:: If I may, sir?

CO_Senn says:
XO: I guess not. I can't help it Triton, but this just doesn't make much sense to me. I guess our best opportunity might be to knock the door on the Halcyc... and ask for Tolmot to receive us. I mean.... to receive me.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::as thinking of what possible to do more then nothing does EO Matthews approach me requesting some help on the Phasma. <EO Matthews> CEO: sir, may I please have your assistants on the Phasma, I am having a small difficulty on the auto-navigation system... CEO:<EO Matthews> all right lets check it out. ::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Also stealing tech then using it badly to frame its creators is something the Romulans would do.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::neglects to look up at her:: MO: Didn’t you hear me Lt.?

CNS_T`salea says:
TO:  As I have the bridge; that is not currently possible.  When I have been relieved from the captain, then it will be acceptable.

Host Mikey says: 
ACTION: The repair crews have almost completed repairs... the long-range sensor functions have been repaired and are accessible.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: I think we better retrieve every last bit of data from the telescope memory banks and then make sure it’s authentic before we see Tolmot.

TO_KTracht says:
::nods:: CNS : Aye.. SIR...

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: You can go, there is not much to do here.

CO_Senn says:
XO: Still, I don't think the Halcyc would ever allow the Romulans to steal their technology... or to live to tell the tale.

MO_Essex says:
SFI: Aye sir, I did.. But as you once pointed out… you have no position or rank here… Now, I believe you need to report to sickbay… you look… ill.

CO_Senn says:
XO: I agree with you. From what I remember of him, we need everything we can get if we are to talk him into telling us what is going on.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::feels Nat is busy and downloads the report on the TO into another PADD and hands it to Cross:: MO: Chief, run this up to the Captain, her eyes only.

CNS_T`salea says:
::nods and walks up the command chair and stands just behind it, off to the side::

MO_Cross says:
::smiles almost darkly and takes the PADD:: Yes sir. ::exits sickbay::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Pulls up the shield grid tests.:: Self:  Ok so far.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO:  Well, empty speculation could lead us around in circles for days.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::before leaving, heads over to console closing down open applications, and sets it to run a test every 10 minuets informing me of any problems if happen::

MO_Cross says:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
MO: I'm telling you for the last time to withdraw that handout, I do not need your help. You can return to your duties.

CEO_Teal`c says:
::leaves With EO Matthews to work on the Phasma::

CO_Senn says:
XO: All right, continue on the quest then. Besides we're not leaving the telescope until it's functional... which reminds me, I'd like us to get information from it at all times. After this... I'd like to know all the telescope sees while we stay in the vicinity.

MO_Cross says:
::the TL arrives at the Bridge and he steps out, looking around for the Captain:::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Logs into the Array:: CNS: The Long range sensors on the array are functional.

MO_Essex says:
::shrugs and holds position:: SFI: I see… very well. How is your friend doing? The invisible cat I think?

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Science should have an easy enough time setting that up.  We'll just modify a sensor probe and use it as a relay

CNS_T`salea says:
::turns her head to the side, sensing something wrong somewhere, but not exactly what... or whom.  Making a mental note, turns back to reading the TO's data::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: I don’t what's happening to you K’Tracht but I'm worried. Capt. Senn is our commanding officer and except you want to challenge that position you will respect her and follow her orders

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::wipes his brow on his sleeve:: MO: There is no cat. You're imagining things.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::stands:: CO: Is that all sir?

CO_Senn says:
XO: All right, if there's nothing else, please make sure it's all done.

MO_Essex says:
SFI: No I'm not.. or saying meow would not have set you off..

CO_Senn says:
XO: It is, Triton, thanks.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::leaves the RR and enters the bridge::

TO_KTracht says:
CTO : Bah.. If this where a Klingon ship, I would... But since we are in a "Federation" ship... I now I would probably be jailed for life if I did anything...

OPS_Taylor says:
::Sees the XO::XO: The long range on the telescope is functional.

MO_Cross says:
::steps up to the CNS:: CNS: Where's the Captain?

CNS_T`salea says:
::nods to the XO and turns the bridge over to him::

XO_Zaldivar says:
OPS: Thank you Mr. Taylor.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::sighs:: MO: I need some privacy Lt. If you would step out my condition will improve immeasurably.

CNS_T`salea says:
Cross: She is in the ready room.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CTO/OPS/CEO: Status report please.

MO_Essex says:
SFI: Fine… and if you do find my Terran catnip let me know… Your aides have been in my personal cargo again… ::shrugs and enters the bridge::

CNS_T`salea says:
::reaches for the PADD::  MO Cross:  I will deliver that to her.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::lets out a sigh of relief as she leaves::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::types a message to the CMO, K’Tracht cannot read: "I need a report on K’Tracht condition. Thank you. L. Nimitz, CTO::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::quickly checks PADD to see the test results; *XO* everything fine for engineering sir

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
XO: Nothing on the sensors, sir.

MO_Essex says:
::pauses to look around the bridge and down at Triton::

CO_Senn says:
::leans back on her chair, and closes her eyes for a moment trying to visualize the situation more clearly. She hates being in the dark. In the back of her mind, she is still furious at Ahkileez... and worried about K'Tracht, thoughts she cannot shake easily off::

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: Long range sensors on the telescope have been repaired, we can access the sensors from here.

MO_Cross says:
::pulls back:: CNS: Ahh right... I was supposed to give this to the Captain. Her eyes only.

CNS_T`salea says:
MO Cross: Understood.  ::reaches out her hand::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::looks around in time to catch MO Essex's eyes::

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: All systems green on the ship.

SFI_Thunder says:
*SFI*: Sir...?

MO_Essex says:
::just stares down at the XO for what seems like hours.. before snapping out of it.. grins.. and heads to the turbolift::

XO_Zaldivar says:
All: Very good.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::stares at the retreating form of the MO.. bit of a silly grin on his face to match her own.::

MO_Cross says:
::nods and chuckles slightly::  CNS: Like I said... I was to give this to the Captain only. How do I know you're cleared for this info?

CNS_T`salea says:
MO Cross:  As I do not intend to read it, the point is moot.  ::continues to hold out her hand patiently::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::leans back with groan:: Thunder: Yes Mary, what is it?

MO_Essex says:
::enters the TL and closes the door.. leaning on the back wall and shrugging::

 TO_KTracht says:
::feels somewhat bored::

CO_Senn says:
::fights for a moment the urge to take the bridge from Triton's hands, just to have something to take her mind out of the things she needs to be thinking about, but pulls back the sensor logs to take a good look at them, again, trying to find out something that might help her somehow::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::gets a message from the CTO:: Uh huh... ::replies with a "You're not cleared" Message::

TO_KTracht says:
::realizes the Captain is alone in her RR:: CTO : Permission to leave the station sir..

XO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: Have we scanned for old warp trails?

SFI_Thunder says:
*SFI*: Sir, your wife is at the office, looking for you. She said you were supposed to get together for lunch?

CEO_Teal`c says:
::continues working on the Phasma with the assistance of EO Matthews::

MO_Cross says:
::mood darkens as he coldly stares at the CNS:: Fine ::almost slaps the PADD down in her hand and turns to leave the bridge::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: What do you have in mind?

TO_KTracht says:
CTO : Personal issues... Please sir, you yourself said I had nothing to do…

MO_Essex says:
::exits onto the same deck as the lounge and heads there..::

CNS_T`salea says:
::takes the PADD with raised eyebrow.  Then turns to the RR and rings the chime::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::scans for old warp trails:: XO: Not really sir, working on it now.

Ens_Fixit says:
@*XO Zaldivar*: Commander, we have fully repaired the telescope... we are bringing it online now. Would you like us to aim it at a certain location for testing?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
TO: Granted, call Mr. Drist to replace you.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
*Thunder*: Awww… gosh... Tell her I'm sorry Mary. Ask her if she'd like to go back to our quarters and fix something and I'll join her?

CO_Senn says:
::hears the chime but doesn't avert her eyes from what she is watching:: CNS: Enter.

TO_KTracht says:
::watches as the CNS rings the RR:: CTO : Never mind.. ::returns to work::

MO_Cross says:
::enters the TL cursing under his breath:: TL: Sickbay

CNS_T`salea says:
::Walks quietly into the room and up to the captain’s desk, where she stands straight, her hands behind her back::

XO_Zaldivar says:
*Fixit*: Why yes...yes I would.  Aim it at these coordinates in succession.  ::transmits coordinates of the Halcyc candidate planets::

MO_Essex says:
::walks to the lounge.. walks to the bar and gets a quick drink.. walking out of the lounge and down the hall thinking::

CO_Senn says:
::raises her head at the Vulcan:: CNS: At ease, commander ::offers a small smile:: Please take a seat.

CNS_T`salea says:
::Catches the MO's words as the doors close::

CNS_T`salea says:
::nods and takes a seat::

SFI_Thunder says:
*SFI*: Yes, sir, she says "ok". Thunder out.

Ens_Fixit says:
@*XO Zaldivar*: Right away sir. We'll set up a secure link between the telescope and the Europa. It should take only a few minutes for a preliminary scan.

MO_Cross says:
TL: Hold... stop this level.

CO_Senn says:
CNS: I guess the Halcyc are turning into the highlight of our days. It's good to have you back ::taps her console and closes the logs she was looking at::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Secures link from telescope.  Sends data to SCI I::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::wipes the sweat off with his sleeve again and stands shakily, getting a sudden spike of pain on rising.:: Self: !*$@&

MO_Essex says:
::stops at a port and looks at the telescope.. sipping at her drink and rubbing her neck.. ::

XO_Zaldivar says:
*Fixit*:  Thank you Ensign Fixit, please coordinate with Lt. Walters.

CNS_T`salea says:
CO:  So it would appear.  I have read through the various reports.  ::reaches over and lays the PADD on the desk::  I believe this is from the CMO.

MO_Cross says:
::walks along, not going anywhere, just not wanting to go back to Sickbay::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::blinks back the pain and heads out of the OL::

CO_Senn says:
::she tries to hide the expectant look that must sure have leaked for a moment with her eyes locked in the PADD:: CNS: Thank you... ::extends her hands and takes the small device::

MO_Essex says:
::finishes drink and stares at the empty glass… thinking about Triton and David::

CO_Senn says:
CNS: What is your take of the situation?

OPS_Taylor says:
::Walks over to SCI I::

CNS_T`salea says:
::steeple her hands before her, watching the captain::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::finds he has an empty few minutes and starts daydreaming about Natalia::

MO_Essex says:
::pauses and feels Triton .. and he's close:: ~~~XO: sir?~~~

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::catches Alexis' lewd whistling as he walks past and tries to ignore her, but can't, looking back to see her hungrily looking him over, Mara embarrassed next to her::

MO_Cross says:
::walks along the hallway, thinking he heard something he turns his head back... nothing... as he turns back he too late sees someone in front of him and knocks Nat over, sending him to the floor as well::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::passes Zaldivar on the way back to the TL and keeps a safe distance... ::

XO_Zaldivar says:
~~~~~MO: yes?~~~~~

Ens_Fixit says:
@:: boosts power to the telescope's sensors and looks at the information being gleaned from it::

MO_Essex says:
::falls over and drops the glass.. crushing it under her arm and cutting her wrist horizontally.. bleeding pretty bad:: ~~~XO: I'm.. bleeding.. ::panics..:: Oh God!~~~

CO_Senn says:
::scrolls down the PADD quickly, waiting for T’salea to speak::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::sits in his office reading reports when he gets a sudden burst of surprise from Nat:: ~~~MO: Nat?~~~

CNS_T`salea says:
::contemplates a bit:: CO:  I am uncertain at this time.  There seems to be missing data from the equation.

XO_Zaldivar says:
~~~MO: Bleeding!~~~~ ::Jumps to his feet and starts for the TL::

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: Sir?

MO_Essex says:
::grabs her wrist to try and stop the blood:: ~~~XO: help me! The glass.. I can't stop it!~~~

CO_Senn says:
CNS: I am afraid we couldn't agree more ::places the PADD on the table, and looks at the counselor:: I do think that it is with the Halcyc that we must seek the answers we need... but I don't hold much hope on their cooperation.

XO_Zaldivar says:
OPS: What? ::distractedly::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::escapes into the safety of the TL::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CTO: You have the bridge! ::runs into TL::

MO_Cross says:
::stumbles to his feet:: MO: I'm sorry I didn't see... ::sees who it is and that she's bleeding, doesn’t move for a second, then rushes to her:: MO: Let me help...

CNS_T`salea says:
CO:  Are the Halcyc at all aware of the current situation?

MO_Essex says:
Cross: what? ::looks up at him and then tries to get away:; No! get away!

OPS_Taylor says:
XO: We're getting information now, I was just asking where you were heading?

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::can’t believe he has the bridge, he's tempted to sit in the Chair::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:
::feels blind panic from Nat:: ~~~MO: Nat... Nat what is it?~~~ ::gets up::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::gets the MO's location from the computer:: *CMO*: Medical emergency.  Find MO Essex in the Lounge.

TO_KTracht says:
::grins at the CTO:: CTO : Go ahead.. take it..

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
XO: Commander?

Host Mikey says: 
ACTION: The telescope shows that the planet farthest away from the telescope (several light years) is inhabited.. a large pyramid-type structure has been detected on the surface.

 CO_Senn says:
::wonders if to disclose it, and decides yes:: CNS: Yes. This is right now classified information of course, but I am sure that during the course of our investigation the rest of the crew will find out.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
 ::what the heck, I am not having this opportunity again, goes and sits in the CAPTAIN'S CHAIR::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::ignores all others as he exits the TL in the lounge deck::

MO_Cross says:
MO: No time for this Essex ::taps commbadge:: CMO: This is Cross, Essex is down deck 10 I need assistance

CNS_T`salea says:  
::nods:: CO:  And their response?

TO_KTracht says:  
::takes the Tactical console, and starts exploring through the ship's security protocols::

OPS_Taylor says:  
::Gets the information::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:  
::rushes out of sickbay grabbing a Medkit:: MO: Lesan you're with me ::they both head into the TL for Deck 10::

MO_Essex says:  
::pushes him away:: MO: no! You’re not real! stay away from me! ::lets go of injury and it bleeds faster::

CEO_Teal`c says:  
::finishes installing the auto-navigational system for the Phasma::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:  
TO: It's great change since we are stood up all the time

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: They answered they had no knowledge on the events that occurred here.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::watches the XO leave, then shrugs:: TL: Deck 13

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: The perfect diplomatic answer if you ask me.

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::rushes in to the lounge looking for MO Essex::

MO_Cross says:  
::forcibly holds Nat in Place:: MO: If you keep struggling this will get worse now sit still...

CMO_Lt_Foley says:  
::arrives at Deck 10 with Lesan and they run to where Nat and Cross are::

CNS_T`salea says:  
CO:  As simple as that?  ::looks off to the side::  yes... and in accordance with our previous dealings with them ::looks back::

MO_Essex says:  
~~~XO: someone.. it's alien! make it go away!~~~

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::is confused by what he sees:: ~~~Nat: what are you saying~~~

MO_Cross says:  
::winces in almost pain and stops for a second, then continues, hearing footsteps close:: CMO: Over here!

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:  
::walks out of the TL and heads home, wanting desperately to be held::

MO_Essex says:  
::still trying to get out of Cross's grip.. and gets free.. stumbling down the hall::

OPS_Taylor says:  
::Looks around see the CTO in the Captain’s chair.::*CO*: Sorry to bother you I found something interesting from the telescope.

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: Well, there are a couple of theories at the moment. None of them point directly at the Halcyc... but at a renegade group of Halcyc or a third party masking their deeds making it look like it's them.

CNS_T`salea says:  
CO:  There is more, but considering their... opinion of us, perhaps they do not wish to disclose to us?  Have they given us permission to continue?

CO_Senn says:  
*OPS* What is it, Lt?

CEO_Teal`c says:  
*SIF* Phasma is almost complete sir both the auto navigation system and the new nacelles are installed and the power relays are almost complete sir

OPS_Taylor says:  
*CO*: We found a large pyramid-type structure on the surface on one of the planets.

CMO_Lt_Foley says:  
::catches Nat in his arms as he rounds a corner and she is heading towards him bleeding:: Nat! My god what happened? ::turns and shouts:: Lesan! Up here now!

MO_Essex says:  
XO: Triton! ::still in a panic::

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: Command is waiting for some other answers from them. For the moment, we have green light to inspect their facilities, although I do not think they will be willing to allow us to. For the moment, I am still partial to the diplomatic approach rather than taking "evidence" from their outposts by use of force.

CO_Senn says:  
*OPS* I'll be on the bridge in a minute.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:  
::slows down on his way home to tap the badge:: *CEO*: Thank you Lt. Please send me a report when it's finish and I'll send Agent Thunder out for a final look over. You can supervise if you'd like.

OPS_Taylor says:  
*CO*:Aye.

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::sees MO Natalia and embraces her:: Nat: What is it...what is going on?

CNS_T`salea says:  
CO:  They have given us permission to inspect their facilities?

CEO_Teal`c says:  
*SFI*:Aye sir!

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: They have not, that I know of. But I guess we have just found where to knock the door. Let's hope they invite us to tea. ::stands:: Let's go to the bridge.

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:  
*CEO*: Excellent, Ahkileez out.

CNS_T`salea says:  
::nods and stands with the captain to leave the RR behind her::

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::reluctantly lets go of Essex and Foley::

MO_Essex says:  
::the injury sliced a her vein and a few muscles.. but the high blood pressure madding the bleeding worse.. blood still dripping from her shaking hand::

CEO_Teal`c says:
::nods at the complement by SFI as if I was talking in front of him face to face, as I work on the new power relays::

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::sees Cross come running after Natalia with blood on his hands::

MO_Cross says:  
::gets up, bloodied from the MO's wound and heads towards them::

CO_Senn says:  
::exits her RR and enters the bridge::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:  
::stands up quickly before the captain enters::

SFI_Lt_Ahkileez says:
::walks into their quarters a little tired only to get grabbed on the way in and dragged to the side of the door...::

CNS_T`salea says:  
CO:  Are we in touch with any of their leaders at the moment to ... invite them to tea?

Kelandra says: 
::smiles from the shadows:: Jyg: Hey Tiger...

CO_Senn says:  
::spots the CTO walking hurriedly to his console... uh-huh, so he took a chance at the chair?::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:  
::grabs the medkit from Lesan and begins sealing the wound on Nat's arm:: MO: Nat, what happened?

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: No, but we will soon, with the Prophet's help...

CO_Senn says:  
OPS: Where is this planet located?

MO_Essex says:  
::looks at David and then at Triton.. :: ~~~XO: I'm sorry.. I .. ::can't tell him what is going on cause she don't know::~~~ ::looks back at Dave::

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::steps towards Cross gripping his wrist and executing a step under arm lock then pushing Cross into the wall very hard::

CO_Senn says:  
::takes her seat and wonders where Zaldivar took off to::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:  
::looks at the captain I realizes she already knows it:: CO: I took your chair, I hope you don't mind

XO_Zaldivar says:  
Cross: Tell me what is happening...quickly.

CNS_T`salea says:  
::Raises eyebrow::  CO:  Indeed...  would you like me to begin a search for their... ::thinks of an antiquated term::  number?

CO_Senn says:  
CTO: I don't mind, as long as you do the job you are supposed to while sitting on that chair.

OPS_Taylor says:  
CO: 4 light years away.

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: That would be quite... appropriate. ::nods::

CO_Senn says:  
OPS: Status of the telescope repairs?

OPS_Taylor says:  
CO: All completed

MO_Essex says:  
CMO: he .. he pushed me down.. my glass.. broke.. sliced my hand.. Cross.. ::shudders and stays silent::

CO_Senn says:  
OPS: Is the repair crew back onboard?

MO_Cross says:  
::reels under the XO's attack, a shrill cry pierces Nat's mind::

TO_KTracht says:  
::motions from the console as the CTO returns, and moves closer to the CNS:: CNS : Do you have time now?

CNS_T`salea says:  
::nods and heads over to a computer to pull up the current data and the known admirals involved::

OPS_Taylor says:  
CO: They are using the array to scan the planets.

MO_Essex says:  
::grabs head in pain:: self: aaahhhh! XO: stop! let him go please!

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:  
:smiles: CO: Thank you sir ::walks back to his console::

CO_Senn says:  
::steals a glance towards K'Tracht, then returns her attention at Taylor wishing she had a chance to read that PADD in detail, but it's in her RR as of now::

CNS_T`salea says:  
::looks over at the TO and looks him carefully in the eye::  TO:  One moment....

CO_Senn says:  
::nods at Nimitz, a small smile in her lips::

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::feels the pain in Nats mind...and begins banging Crosses head into the bulkhead until he passes out::

TO_KTracht says:  
::growls softly, but waits::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:  
::concentrates on getting the major wound healed, with Nat's motions he looks over to the XO and Cross::

 MO_Essex says:  
::breaks out of David's grip and pushes herself into the XO's arms:: XO: stop.. just .. just wait.. please

CNS_T`salea says:  
CO:  May I be dismissed.  I will let the computer continue the search.

CO_Senn says:  
CNS: By all means, counselor.

MO_Essex says:  
::wrist still bleeding a bit from an unsealed injury::

MO_Cross says:  
~~~XO: You...~~~ ::passes out::

CNS_T`salea says:  
::nods and turns to the TO, nodding and heads to her office::

TO_KTracht says:  
::follows the CNS::

CMO_Lt_Foley says:  
::rushes back to Nat:: MO: Nat... I have to treat that... ::can't help but notice her and Triton::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:  
CO: Sir, I've been told I cannot read the medical report about K’Tracht situation but I really need to, he is my second

XO_Zaldivar says:  
::lets Cross fall to the floor as he takes Natalia into his arms::

Host Mikey says:
<<< Pause Europa Mission, SD 10008.06... 2111 Eastern >>>
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